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Commentary from the SIL General Secretary-Treasurer and the President

1 January 2011

Dear members of SIL,
The year 2010 is now over and it has been an important one for SIL. We held our first and very happy and
highly successful congress in Africa, and in a part of the continent where one of our most famous late members,
Evelyn Hutchinson, had published one of his first papers and the first paper in limnology from South Africa. It
was co-authored by Grace Pickford and Johanna Schuurman and was a survey of South African waters,
numerically dominated by thousands of small, ephemeral ponds, pans or vleis, though the bulk of the surface
water in Southern Africa is in rivers and now particularly in artificial reservoirs. Pans, though, offered a suitable
metaphor for what a scientific society like SIL should embody, when it came to the presidential address on the
first morning of the Congress.
Pans provide immense inspiration, not least in the wonderful survivability of their invertebrates and the
persistence of one genus, even species, Triops cancriformis, for 250 million years. SIL too is an inspiring
society. It has a unique niche in embracing and encouraging limnology worldwide. Pans are also parts of
landscapes and bigger ecosystems, on which they depend for their water supply, but on which those systems
and their denizens also depend for their water storage. Likewise, in occupying its niche, it is important to SIL
that there be a great deal of contact and interaction among its members. Congresses help this, as do the awards
made through the Tonolli Fund to young scientists in developing countries.
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The water in pans is often scarce but they support a huge range of savannah animals with a minimum of
competition, even if elephants, rhinoceroses and buffalo might seem at first so domineering that less weighty
animals might be excluded. Likewise, in its publications, SIL has always attempted to encourage authors from
less privileged places and to make sure that the immediately less fashionable, but still necessary, is not
eliminated by the hot trends of the moment. This is a policy that we will try to continue now that we have made
the transition from publishing the Verhandlungen, the conference proceedings, to our new journal, Inland
Waters, Journal of the International Society for Limnology. The first volume will be published in 2011 in
partnership with the Freshwater Biological Association. It will be free in electronic form to all members in good
standing with their subscriptions in a particular year, but if you would like a printed copy also, that can be
arranged at an additional small cost of $US80. for individuals and $US150. for institutions. Please send in your
papers. The process is electronic and easy and we have an editorial board, under our Chief Editor, Jack Jones
and Associate Editor, David Hamilton, which has been chosen to have great wisdom and wide experience.
Lastly the communities of pans are survivors. They have their blossomings and their lean times, but they
persist. Scientific societies also have their ups and downs and many are currently facing the problem that
although there are more scientists than ever before, some sciences are expanding whilst others are less favored
by government support. Alas these include those concerned with our environment, when the state of the
environment should far and away be the first item on any politician’s agenda. SIL currently, has a decreasing
membership because retirement of older scientists is not balanced by recruitment at the younger end. SIL is
very special. It is not just another society. It is a truly international society. We do not want scientific discourse
to become a parochial, purely national, even single continental, activity, so SIL must survive. Everyone can
help. Those able to do so might take it upon themselves to recruit one new member in their organization, be it a
post grad, a post doc or a new young colleague. You could even start them off with a birthday or graduation
present. Membership is not expensive and though we had to agree at the last General Assembly of the Cape
Town Congress to increase the dues by 10% for the next triennium, it is still extremely good value for its
reduced Congress fees, its very full newsletters, wonderfully edited by Ramesh Gulati, and of course the
journal, Inland Waters. And if you are retired and not in a position to recruit new colleagues, why not simply
make a donation. Those of us in such a position will no doubt by now have realized that buying more stuff that
we don’t need doesn’t greatly increase the fabric of human happiness. Why not send the cash to SIL (and see it
used to help limnology internationally) than boost the profits of international corporations.
We have said that the Cape Town Congress was a particularly happy one, despite the cool and damp weather
that was perhaps unexpected for Africa, but in fact characteristic of Cape Town in August. It was happy
because it was sizeable but not huge, and compact in the layout of lecture theatres, poster display, and lunch and
coffee areas. Indeed the last four were all together. It was also a remarkable congress in that the organization
was in the hands of only a tiny group, five in all and led by Johann Grobelaar (with the help also of his and
other organizers’ families). Many congresses have very large organizing and scientific committees and
professional congress organizers, so the achievement in Cape Town was stupendous. It illustrates what a small
but dedicated group can do. SIL itself is a small society, but it can do great things, provided it can survive.
Please try to recruit one new member each, or if you can’t do that, send a donation. Lots of small things add up
to a huge difference.
--Morten Søndergaard, General Secretary-Treasurer
President

Brian Moss,

VISIT THE SIL WEBSITE
www.limnology.org
Information is available there on awards, committees, jobs, membership, national representatives,
publications, statutes and, working groups as well as links to other sites. Visit often, as information is
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updated regularly by our SIL webmaster, Gordon Goldsborough, University of Manitoba, Canada.

SIL DUES
Did you know that there are now various ways to pay your SIL dues? You can pay by:
1) A check for payment from a USA recognized bank
2) A charge card, Mastercard or Visa (you can also use those “one-time use” Mastercard or Visa cards)
3) Direct payment on the SIL website (www.limnology.org)
4) Wire transfer through a Western Union (to Denise Johnson in Graham, NC, USA)
Members who send their dues payments to a national representative do not receive their publications until
acknowledgement of the dues payment has been sent to the SIL office by the national representative. Please
make sure your national representative lets the SIL office know that you have paid your dues.
Did you know that you can pay SIL dues from your grants, trusts, gifts, or even your individual discretionary
funds?
Did you know that being a part of a professional organization/society like SIL looks good on your CV?

NEW MEETINGS
SIL resolved at the 31st Congress to make links with other societies with a view to organizing or participating in
joint meetings. The Executive Committee is now actively seeking out such opportunities.

FUTURE CONGRESSES:
32ST SIL CONGRESS:
Budapest, Hungary will be the venue for the 32nd congress in 2013.
33rd SIL CONGRESS:
The 33rd Congress will be held in Turino, Italy, in 2016.
FUTURE CONGRESS PROPOSALS:
Do you want to host a SIL Congress in your country? SIL members who have recommendations or want to
make inquiries leading potentially to a proposal for sponsorship of a congress are urged to contact the SIL
General Secretary – Treasurer.
The 34th Congress is open for bids.

PUBLICATIONS
INLAND WATERS:
The International Society of Limnology has a new journal, Inland Waters, which is an international, peerreviewed journal for original papers that advance our understanding of inland aquatic ecosystems and their
management. The web site for submissions is: https://www.fba.org.uk/journals/index.php/IW/index
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CORRECT ADDRESSES
Please verify your name and address given on the address label of this circular. SIL cannot be responsible for
loss of publications because of unreported changes of address. Also please make sure that we have your
correct email address. This is becoming very important as we increase our use of electronic communication.
People tend to change their e mail address much more often than their mailing address!

SPONSOR A MEMBER
Some members have generously contributed sufficient funds to sponsor a researcher or student of limnology
from countries from which it is difficult to pay our modest membership fee. Please contact the General
Secretary-Treasurer for details if you are interested in contributing.
Alternatively, we urge you to contribute to our Endowment, General SIL, Student Conference, Tonolli, or
Wetzel Funds.

HAVE YOU SIGNED UP TO BE A MENTOR?
Mentors are willing to offer advice to students and junior scientists seeking to publish their research findings, in
some of the following ways:






Screening of data for its suitability for publication
Advice on a target journal
Help in preparing a paper together in a constructive and professional atmosphere
Provide follow-up after the review process
Advice on career planning

This is a way of helping young people, especially in the developing world, who will really appreciate your
advice and wisdom. If you are willing to join this cause, please send your research interests to Denise Johnson
at: denisej@email.unc.edu

RECOMMEND TO YOUR LIBRARY
Please recommend Inland Waters to your librarian if your institution does not already have a
subscription. Institutional subscriptions are still very inexpensive and will remain so even though we will
steadily increase them over the next few years to a rate more comparable with other journals rates.

PUBLISH IN INLAND WATERS
Launching a new journal is an exciting business. Publishing in the first volumes makes you a part of limnological
history! Please send Inland Waters your excellent papers. We will favor short ones and on line first publication
means rapid appearance. SIL needs your work as well as your subscription!
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International Society of Limnology(SIL)
All members send their subscriptions (dues) to the SIL Business Services Coordinator at the rates indicated:
The following countries or regions pay dues of $60.00 (Regular Members) and $122.00 (Institutional Members) in U.S. Dollars, by check drawn on an
international bank in the USA that is recognized by the Federal Reserve System, by major credit card (Visa or MasterCard), or online at the SIL Website
by PayPal:
Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, Bolivia, Botswana, Brazil, Burundi, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Democratic Republic of Congo, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Indonesia,
Iran, Kenya, Lithuania, Macedonia, Malawi, Malaysia, Morocco, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Peru, Philippines, Rwanda, Senegal, Serbia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Sultanate of
Oman, Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Zimbabwe.
Members from Croatia, Estonia, Greece, Iceland, India, Luxembourg, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Russia, Singapore, Slovenia, Taiwan, United Arab Emirates,
and Venezuela pay at the rate indicated for USA Members in the chart below.
Regular Institute
Member Member
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
China
Czech & Slovak
Republics
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Hungary
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
New Zealand
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
South Korea
Spain
Sweden

Switzerland
The Netherlands
United Kingdom
U.S.A.

Prof. Dr. Richard Marchant, Museum of Victoria, GPO Box 666, Melbourne, VIC 3001, Email:
rmarch@museum.vic.gov.au
Prof. Dr. Maria Leichtfried, Institute for Limnology Mondsee, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Mondseestr. 9, A5310 Mondsee, Email: maria.leichtfried@oeaw.ac.at
Prof. Dr. Koen Martens, Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences, Freshwater Biology, Vautierstraat 29, 1000
Brussels, Email: martens@naturalsciences.be
Prof. Dr. Andrew Paterson, Ontario Ministry of the Environment Dorset Environmental Science Centre 1026
Bellwood Acres Road, P.O. Box 39, Dorset, Ontario, P0A 1E0, Email: Andrew.Paterson@ontario.ca
Prof. Dr. Zheng Wen Liu, Nanjing Institute of Geography and Limnology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, East
Beijing Road 73, Nanjing 210008, Email: zliu@niglas.ac.cn
Prof. Dr. Jan Helesic, Masaryk University, Department of Botany and Zoology, Kotlarska 2, CZ 611 37 Brno,
Email: helesic@sci.muni.cz
Prof. Dr. Søren Nielsen, Roskilde University, ENSPAC, Building 18.1, PO Box 260, DK-4000 Roskilde, Email:
nielsen@ruc.dk
Prof. Dr. Timo Kairesalo, Dept. of Ecological & Environmental Science, University of Helsinki, Lahti, Niemenkatu
73, FIN-15140 Lahti, Email: timo.kairesalo@helsinki.fi
Prof. Dr. Virginie Archaimbault, CEMAGREF Biologie des Ecosystèmes Aquatiques, Gestion des milieux
aquatiques, 3 bis quai Chauveau, C.P. 220, F-69336 Lyon Cedex 09, Email: virginie.archaimbault@cemagref.fr
Prof. Dr. Karl-O. Rothhaupt, Limnologisches Institut, Universität Konstanz, 78457 Konstanz, Email:
karl.rothhaupt@uni-konstanz.de
Prof. Dr. Vera Istvánovics, Budapest Univ. Technol. Econ., Dept. Civil Eng., H-1111 Budapest, Muegyetem rkp.
3., Email: istvera@goliat.eik.bme.hu
Prof. Dr. Mary Kelly-Quinn, School of Biology and Environmental Science, University College Dublin, Belfield,
Dublin 4, Email: mary.kelly-quinn@ucd.ie
Prof. Dr. Ilia S. Ostrovsky, Israel Oceanographic & Limnological Res., Kinneret Limnological Laboratory, P. O.
Box 447, Migdal 14950, Email: ostrovsky@ocean.org.il
Prof. Dr. Roberto Bertoni, C.N.R. Istituto per lo Studio degli Ecosistemi, L.go V. Tonolli 50-52, 28922-Pallanza
(VB), Email: r.bertoni@ise.cnr.it
Prof. Dr. Michio Kumagai, Lake Biwa Environmental Research Institute, 5-34 Yanagasaki, Otsu
Shiga 520-0022, Email: kumagai-m@lberi.jp
Prof. Dr. David Hamilton, University of Waikato, Department of Biological Sciences, Lakes Management and
Restoration, Private Bag 3105, Hamilton 3240, Email: d.hamilton@waikato.ac.nz
Prof. Dr. Anders Hobæk, Norwegian Institute for Water Research (NIVA), Branch Office Bergen,
Thormøhlensgate 53 D, 5006 Bergen, Email: anders.hobaek@niva.no
Prof. Dr. Ryszard Goldyn, Adam Mickiewicz University, Department of Water Protection, (Zakład Ochrony Wód
Uniwersytetu im. Adama Mickiewicza), 61-614 Poznań, Umultowska str. 89, Email: rgold@amu.edu.pl
Prof. Dr. Maria José Boavida, Dept. Biologia Animal & Centro de Biologia Ambiental, Faculdade de Ciências, da
Universidade de Lisboa, Campo Grande C2, 1749-016 Lisboa, Email: mjboavida@fc.ul.pt
Prof. Dr. Klaus Battes, The Bacău University, Faculty of Sciences, Biology Department, Mărăşeşti Street, 157,
600115, Bacău, Email: battes@ub.ro or klaus_battes@yahoo.com
Prof. Dr. Gea-Jae Joo, Pusan National University, Department of Biology, Pusan 609-735, Email:
gjjoo@pusan.ac.kr
Prof. Dr. Juan M. Soria García, Universidad de Valencia, Facultad de Biología, Departamento de Microbiología y
Ecología, Edificio de Investigación, E-46100 Burjassot (Valencia), Email: juan.soria@uv.es
Prof. Dr. Richard Johnson, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Department of Aquatic Sciences and
Assessment, P.O. Box 7050, SE-750 07 Uppsala, Email: richard.johnson@ma.slu.se or
richard.johnson@vatten.slu.se
Prof. Dr. David M. Livingstone, Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology, Department of Water
Resources & Drinking Water, Eawag, Ueberlandstrasse 133, CH-8600 Dübendorf, Email: living@eawag.ch
Prof. Dr. Ellen van Donk, Netherlands Institute of Ecology - Centre for Limnology (NIOO-KNAW),
Rijksstraatweg 6, 3631 AC, Nieuwersluis, P.O.Box 1299, 3600 BG Maarssen, Email: e.vandonk@nioo.knaw.nl
Prof. Dr. Linda May, Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Bush Estate, Penicuik, Midlothian EH26 0QB, Scotland,
Email: lmay@ceh.ac.uk
Prof. Dr. Alan Covich, University of Georgia, Institute of Ecology, Athens, GA 30602-2202, Email:
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INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF LIMNOLOGY (SIL)
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/OR PAYMENT FORM
(Please print)!
Title:
Name (First, Middle, Last):
Mailing Address (institutional address preferred):
Date of birth:
Fields of Interest:

Email address:

 REGULAR MEMBER--from Developed Countries at 85.00/USD, and from Developing Countries at 60.00/USD
 STUDENT MEMBER (50% of regular member fees).
 FAMILY MEMBER If one person of a marriage is a member at the full rate, the spouse may be a member at half membership fee.
The second member has full privileges, but will not receive publications.
 INSTITUTIONAL MEMBER (libraries, organizations) from Developed Countries 250.00/USD, and from Developing
Countries 122.00/USD.
 AFFILIATE MEMBER National or regional societies with an observer status in SIL and who pay 15% of the annual institutional
fee. Affiliate members receive all privileges of membership but not scientific publications.
 LIFE MEMBER Individuals who make major financial contributions to SIL. The minimum contribution for this category of
membership consists of 40 times the prevailing dues.
INLAND WATERS
The Journal of the International Society of Limnology is a new, international, peer-reviewed journal for original papers that advance
our understanding of inland aquatic ecosystems and their management.
The new journal replaces the SIL Proceedings (Verhandlungen), but will remain as faithful as possible to the niche that SIL occupies,
with encouragement of a worldwide set of authors and short (except for papers arising from named and plenary talks at Congresses),
rapidly published papers. The scope of the journal includes all aspects of physical, chemical, and biological limnology, as well as
applied and regional limnology. Publication in the journal is not restricted to SIL members.
Inland Waters is an “online first” journal, publishing papers online as they are accepted, and then in 4 print issues per year.
Manuscript submission is now open (see website for guidelines).
Subscription year starts January 2011.
Publication of first papers will be January 2011 (online), and spring 2011 (print).
 If you only want printed version, you must pay an  If you want both online and printed version, you must
 Online version (comes with SIL
Membership). Access details will be sent additional $80.00/USD a year all Regular Members, or pay an additional $80.00/USD a year all Regular
separately on receipt of subscription.
$150.00/USD a year all Institute Members.
Members, or $150.00/USD a year all Institute Members.

PAYMENTS
Membership dues for
calendar year (s): ____

Amount:
$-------

Mail application with your remittance to: Prof. Dr. Morten Søndergaard, Gen. Sec.Trea., c/o Ms. Denise Johnson, SIL Business Services Coordinator, University of NC at
Chapel Hill, CB 7431, GSGPH, 135 Dauer Dr., ESE, 148 Rosenau Hall, Chapel Hill,
NC 27599-7431, Email: msondergaard@bi.ku.dk, or denisej@email.unc.edu, or to
your National Representative (see Annual Circular or SIL Website).

I would like to make a donation to:

$-------

Please mark by X below:

Endowment Fund ___ General SIL Fund ___ Student Conference Fund ___ Tonolli Memorial Fund ___ Wetzel Memorial Fund ___
Total Remittance:

$-------

 I enclose my check or money order made payable to SIL (remittance being sent from a foreign country must be drawn on a major
international bank in the USA that is recognized by the Federal Reserve System, otherwise it will be returned).
Charge my:  VISA  MasterCard, Card No. __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Expiration date (month) __ __/(year) __ __ Three (3) digit security code __ __ __
(If using “one-time use” charge cards, you may put the same information in the above spaces also).
Signature _____________________________________________
You may also fax (336.376.8825)/phone (336.376.9362)/email Ms. Johnson with any of the above information if you desire.
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